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1 INSTALL THE STIHL connected APP
 Find the app in the App Store® or Google Play™ store.

2 CREATE AN ACCOUNT
 Follow the steps in the app to create an account. 

3 SELECT AND ADD PRODUCT
 Tap “Add product.” You can choose to scan the STIHL barcode, 

search by tool name or add your product manually.

4 ADD SMART CONNECTOR
 > Open the cover of the Smart Connector with the  

 provided key and remove the battery. 

 > Scan the QR code on the inside of the connector. 

 > Insert the battery and look for a green light. Close the cover. 

5 ATTACH SMART CONNECTOR TO TOOL 
 Follow the directions in the app to sync the Smart Connector  

with the tool.

GET CONNECTED*

*For more detailed instructions, please visit: stihlusa.com/STIHLconnect
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Find more information at:
stihlusa.com/STIHLconnect

user benefits:
ƒ
STIHL connected offers a range of 
benefits for dealers, professional users 
and private individuals.
 
Professionals and fleet users in 
construction, landscaping and other 
trades will have a complete overview 
of tool use and maintenance schedules 
for their fleet with STIHL connected. 

Private customers can see when their 
tools require maintenance and decide 
if it can be performed independently 
or if attention by the dealer is needed. 
In addition, STIHL connected offers 
a task schedule and product-related 
advice, so private customers can easily 
keep their landscape under control.

All customers who opt to share their 
connected data with their dealer will 
benefit by improved planning, service 
and communication.

Let’s 
Connect
ƒ

What it is: 
ƒ
A new technology that connects customers and their STIHL products using a 
Bluetooth® device and an extensive online portal. 

How it works:
ƒ 
The Smart Connector attaches to your tools and records operational details 
that are sent to your smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth®. 

How you’ll benefit:
ƒ
Through the STIHL app, you’ll have access to current tool usage data that will 
allow you to plan maintenance schedules and make more efficient use of the 
tools in your fleet. 

Who can use it:
ƒ 
Professionals, fleet users, private customers, and dealers will all find benefits 
while using STIHL connected.

Get to know your tools like never before
ƒ

The Three central system components

The Smart Connector
The Smart Connector is easy to attach to the tool. It records 
the periods of operation and sends that information to your 
smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth®. 

The STIHL connected App
The free STIHL app provides a user-friendly summary of all the 
useful information about your tools. You can use the app to 
access your STIHL connected data.

STIHL connect pro portal
The web based STIHL connect pro portal offers an overview 
of your entire fleet. It can show you where a product was most 
recently in use while at the same time providing a maintenance 
schedule to ensure optimal tool performance.


